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prehension, as stories, though false," are meant to convey truths.1
Or, it may be that the texts which give those explanations are ct only
meant as means to assist the true realisation of the Atman—as helps
to assist the mind m grasping the unity of the Atman.992
What Plato's conception of a World Soul did for his system, what
the Logos did for the Neo-Platordsm of Alexandrian philosophy,
these conceptions of the Word, Evolution and Mdydi have done for
the Indian Veddnta.
From a philosophic point of view, it may, perhaps, be said that
these are mere expedients or devices adopted as a substitute for ra-
tional thought, for, from the standpoint of the Absolute no explana-
tion might be necessary. To know the Absolute is, as Schelling says,,
to be the Absolute, and all differentiations would necessarily vanish
with that Knowledge. It is only from the standpoint of the "amversey .
where the phenomenal world presses on our attention and we can-
not escape its recognition as a differentiated and independent entity,
that we are bound to suggest some explanation of how the One has
become many or appears to have become many. 3 That explanation
may appear more or less metaphorical; but how can we avoid the
use of metaphorical language in our explanations of spiritual truths,
Hegel's own dialectic affords a remarkable illustration of this necessity.
What may be fairly insisted on, in such cases, is that the explanation
offered must be one, which is intelligible without being irrational.
When the Veddntin, for instance, says that the world originated
from the Word, and that this Word is Brahma^; when Shankar said,
on the authority of some Smriti, that "in the beginning Divine Speech
(VdoJi), consisting of Veda, was uttered by the Self Existent from
1 Ait. Up. IV; cf. Ved. Sutr. S.B.E.,   teaching us that (what is supposed to
Vol. 34, pp. 328 and following. Cf.   be) the effect is not really different from
also S.B.E., Vol. 38, pp. 178, 401   the (supposed) cause.5 See Ved. Sutr.
union with Brahman a metaphorical  S.B.E., Vol. 34, pp. 265, 266, 357. See
expression),                             also ibid. p. 267.
2 See Mandukya Up. Ill, 15, 16 and     4 See Ved. Sutr. I, 3, 28; S.B.E., VoL
23, and Shankar's Gloss on the same. See   34, p. 201.
also Patanjali's Sutras, II, 18.              Of. also Max Mullets ( Six systems
3 In reality, says Shankar, 'the  Ind_ Phil, pp. 520-22 534 and followmg ;
creation of the world and similar topics     Max M^^s "Theosophy," pp. 519
are not at all what the Shruti wishes   and Io^owlng ;   .-
to teach us. . . passages about crea-     Cowells Sarv.Dar. Sang.5, p. 209,
tionandthe like. .subserve the purpose   and   Mlhabh- shant1 parva   quoted
of teaching .Bm/ma; . . the creation  at P- 90^c Max Muller's < Six systems.
is described merely for the purpose of      • J•^•l^

